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Abstract—The numerical solution of an unsteady-state three-dimensional set of equations of radiation gas

dynamics is used to investigate the process of formation of a current layer in an MGD channel. It is found

that the structure of current layer and the integral characteristics of interaction at low and high pressures are

different because of the different patterns of radiation (volume and surface, respectively). The processes of

flow past the discharge region and the division of this region into several current-conducting channels

because of the development of Rayleigh–Taylor instability result in a decrease in the efficiency of MGD

interaction. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the main factors defining the efficiency of

magnetogasdynamic (MGD) interaction is the electri-

cal conductivity of the medium. In MGD flows with a

self-sustaining current layer (T-layer), the electrical

conductivity is supported by the thermal ionization of

gas in the local plasma zone of flow, which interacts

with the external magnetic field and nonconducting

gas. The numerical simulation of the process in a two-

dimensional formulation with a constant value of the

load factor revealed that a mode of nonconducting gas

flow past the current layer sets in under conditions of

MGD interaction; in so doing, a vortex wake is

formed downstream [1]. In addition, Rayleigh–Taylor

instability (RTI) may develop on the upstream bound-

ary of the T-layer where media of different densities

are in contact and the force of gasdynamic pressure is

effective; this instability leads to the division of the

discharge region into two or several current-conduct-

ing channels. The characteristics of the MGD process

depend on the current layer structure (the size and the

distribution of electrical conductivity); therefore, its

variation because of the vortex separation and divi-

sion of the discharge region leads to significant fluc-

tuations of the values of characteristics in time. The

inclusion of the factors of flow and development of

RTI in a two-dimensional model produced a signifi-

cant difference in the integral characteristics of the

process compared to those obtained in a one-dimen-

sional approximation. More complete information

about the pattern of flow in an MGD channel may be

obtained as a result of computational simulation in a

three-dimensional formulation. It is the objective of

this study to determine the spatial form of current lay-

er and the effect of this form on the structure of flow

and integral characteristics of the process of MGD

interaction for different values of pressure in the chan-

nel. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

AND METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We will treat the flow of a nonviscous radiating gas

in a channel of constant square cross section with sol-

id electrodes closed on an external ohmic load

(Fig. 1). The nonconducting flow includes a local

plasma region interacting with a transverse magnetic

field. In so doing, induced electric current flows in the
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic view of the process in the
channel of an MGD generator with a T-layer. 
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“current layer–electrodes–load” circuit. The computa-

tional model of the process is based on the solution of

equations of gas dynamics, Maxwell equations, and

equation of radiative transfer. 

Set of Equations

The motion of gas is described using a set of Euler

equations 

,  (1) 

(2)

 (3) 

and 

,  (4) 

complemented by the equations of state 

,  (5) 

where ρ, T, and p denote the gas density, temperature,

and pressure, respectively; u, v, and w are components

of the gas velocity vector v; Et is the total energy per

unit volume of gas; e is the internal energy per unit

mass of gas; fx, fy, and fz are components of the vector

of force f acting on the gas along the x, y, and z axes,

respectively; QJ is the volumetric power of Joule dis-

sipation, and QR is the variation of energy due to radi-

ative heat transfer; and λ is the thermal conductivity

coefficient of gas. 

The initial conditions for Eqs. (1)–(5) are preas-

signed in the form of distributions of temperature,

pressure, and velocity, 

,

,

,

. 

The boundary conditions are defined by the param-

eters of supersonic flow at the channel inlet, 

,

,

,

,

and “soft” boundary conditions, i.e., equality to zero

of the derivatives of the sought quantities, are preas-

signed at the outlet, 

,

. 

Impermiability conditions preassigned on the side

walls of the channel.

The following equations are solved in order to cal-

culate the volumetric variation of energy QR due to

radiative transfer: 

,  (6) 

,  (7) 

,  (8) 

where I
ν
 is the intensity of energy of radiation of fre-

quency ν, I
νp is the intensity of equilibrium radiation,

k
ν
(ν, T, p) is the radiation absorption coefficient, a is

the unit vector which defines the direction of radiation

for angle dΩ, and W is the vector of radiation energy

flux. 
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The boundary conditions for the equation of radia-

tive transfer (6) are defined by the radiation which is

incident from without: I
ν
|
Γ
 = I

0ν
(a, ν)|

Γ
, where Γ is the

boundary of the computational domain for radiation,

and a is the vector which defines the direction of radi-

ation. In these calculations, the channel walls were

assumed to be much colder than the radiating gas;

therefore, I
ν
|
Γ
 = 0. 

The electrodynamic part of the problem was for-

mulated in view of the smallness of induced magnetic

field B
ind

 whose value was estimated by the formula

for an infinite straight conductor, 

B
ind

 = μ
0
I/(2πr). 

Here, μ
0
 = 4π×10

–7
 H/m is the magnetic constant,

and r is the conductor radius. We will determine the

electric current I = ε/R flowing in the “current layer–

electrodes–load” circuit by the values of electromo-

tive force ε = uTB0H and of circuit resistance R =

= R
dis

 + RL = 2R
dis

; in so doing, the load resistance RL
is taken to be equal to the resistance of the discharge

region R
dis

 = H/(πr2σ), which corresponds to the val-

ue of load factor K = 0.5 (H is the interelectrode spac-

ing). As a result, we derive the expression for the ratio

B
ind

/B
0
 = μ

0
σuT r/4 = 0.25Rem (the presence of

numerical coefficient before the magnetic Reynolds

number Rem is associated here with the inclusion of

external load and discharge geometry). The value of

induced magnetic field is low (B
ind

/B
0
 < 0.1) for the

characteristic parameters of the MGD process, name-

ly, the electrical conductivity of gas in the discharge

region σ = 3×10
3
 Ohm

–1
m
–1

, the velocity of the cur-

rent layer uT = 10
3
 m/s, and the radius of the discharge

region r ≤ 0.1 m. 

A set of Maxwell equations in the approximation

of static electrodynamics is used to describe the MGD

interaction; in so doing, the permittivity and magnetic

permeability of the medium are taken to be unity, 

,  (9) 

,  (10) 

,  (11) 

where E
e
(x, y, z) is the electric field intensity defined

by external load, E
ext

(x, y, z) = v×B is the induced

electric field intensity, j(x, y, z) is the field of current

density, and ρe(x, y, z) is the field of density of electric

charges. 

We use the scalar function of electric field poten-

tial ϕ(x, y, z), which satisfies the equation 

,  (12) 

and the relation divj = 0 to derive an inhomogeneous

elliptic equation with variable coefficients, 

.  (13) 

The solution of this equation enables one to find

the distribution of potential ϕ(x, y, z), by which the

electric field E
e
 is determined from Eq. (12) and, with

the aid of Eq. (9), the distribution of density of cur-

rents j. The values of Joule dissipation and of the bulk

Lorentz force acting on conducting gas are calculated

as follows: 

.  (14) 

The values of potential are preassigned as the

boundary conditions of Eq. (13) on the electrodes; on

the nonconducting boundaries, where the normal

component of current density is absent, the respective

derivative of potential is equated to zero. 

Computational Algorithm 

The numerical solution of the problem on each

time layer is performed in three stages. 

1. The distribution of QR is determined from

Eqs. (6)–(8) by the values of temperature and pressure

from the current time layer at each point of the grid. 

2. Electrodynamic equations (9)–(14) are used to

find the distribution of current density and the electric

field intensity, by which the bulk electrodynamic

force f and Joule dissipation QJ are calculated at each

point of the computational domain. 

3. The gasdynamic equations (1)–(5) are solved. 

As in [1], a multi-group approximation is used to

calculate the radiative transfer. The method of charac-

teristics (Sn-method) is used for numerical solution of

Eq. (6) [2, 3]; this method is based on the choice of

characteristic directions, with one-dimensional equa-

tion of transfer solved along each one of those direc-

tions. In a three-dimensional formulation, the direc-

tions are preassigned by way of connecting the node

being treated with all 26 nearest difference points.

Equations of radiative transfer are solved for all direc-

tions; the algorithm of solution is described in [1]. 

j σ Ee Eext+( )=

rotEe 0=

divEe 4πρe=

∇ϕ– Ee=

div σ∇ϕ( ) div σEext( )=

QJ j2/σ ,   f j B×= =
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The electrodynamic equation (13) is solved using

the time relaxation method, which consists in that the

respective unsteady-state equation 

(15) 

is used to find the solution reduced to the steady state.

The numerical solution of Eq. (15) is derived by the

economical scheme of splitting over space directions

[4] using an implicit difference scheme. 

In the third stage, the explicit McCormack scheme

with splitting over space coordinates [5] is used to

solve Eqs. (1)–(5). This approach makes it possible to

reduce the solution of three-dimensional problem to

successive solution of a set of one-dimensional gasdy-

namic problems. In order to determine the unknown

quantities on the new time layer, one-dimensional

operators are employed, which are used in a symmet-

rical sequence providing for the second order of

approximation with respect to both time and space, 

. 

The one-dimensional difference operator is deter-

mined similarly [1]. 

A more detailed description of numerical algo-

rithm and of the results of calculations of test prob-

lems is given in [6]. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

Characteristics of Radiative Heat Transfer

The efficiency of MGD interaction and the struc-

ture of current layer are largely defined by the energy

balance, one of whose basic components is radiation.

In order to investigate the special features of radiative

heat transfer in the current layer, the dependences of

radiant energy loss QR on pressure and size for the

center of cylindrical air region were obtained from the

solution of equations of radiative transfer. The same

values of the cylinder diameter and height were preas-

signed, with δ = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 m. The temperature

in the volume was taken to be uniform and equal to

T = 1.5×10
4
 K; at the cylinder edges the temperature

decreased linearly to T = 10
3
 K (Fig. 2). The values of

the absorption coefficient were preassigned in

the form of tables k
ν
(ν, T, p) [7]. In so doing, 560

frequency intervals were used in the range from

2.5×10
2
 cm

–1
 to 1.4×10

5
 cm

–1
. 

The QR(p) dependences for all values of δ have a

maximum (Fig. 3). The value of the maximum and

that of the corresponding pressure decrease with

increasing δ. The initial linear segment of the rising

branch of QR(p) dependences corresponds to the vol-

ume pattern of radiation, when the optical thickness

of the region is small for most of the spectrum,

∂ϕ
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Fig. 2. The distribution of (1, 2) bulk energy loss
QR(r) and (3) temperature in a cylindrical volume

of air. 
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l
ν
 = k

ν
δ << 1. In this case, the medium is optically

transparent, and the radiation leaves all zones of the

volume without marked absorption. At pressures p ≈
≈ 0.1 MPa, about 50% of power is radiated in the

lines. The absorption coefficient increases almost

directly with pressure; therefore, the relation l
ν
 >> 1 is

valid for the majority of frequencies starting with

some value of p, and the absorption becomes a factor

which inhibits the departure of radiation from the vol-

ume and affects significantly the pattern of energy

loss in gas. Corresponding to this pressure range is the

descending branch of the QR(p) curve; in so doing, the

bulk of energy released in the central region does not

leave the volume freely but is absorbed by the neigh-

boring regions of gas. In this mode, the energy is

largely carried away in the continuous spectrum and

from the edges of the volume; therefore, the radiation

exhibits largely a surface pattern. Figure 2 gives

the QR(r) distributions for pressure values of 0.1 and

10 MPa. In the case of high pressure, the maximum of

QR(r) is located at the edge of the radiating volume,

and its value is more than an order higher than the val-

ue of QR at the center. In the case of low pressure, the

radiation is volumetric, and the distribution of QR is

much more uniform. In the region of temperature

decrease, the gas absorbs vigorously the radiation

energy, and this mechanism provides for the possibil-

ity of increasing the size of the discharge region. 

Most promising for the MGD process from the

standpoint of minimizing the loss of energy from the

current layer are modes with volume radiation at low

pressure (p < 1 MPa) and with surface radiation at

fairly high values of pressure (p > 5 MPa) and size of

the current layer (δ ≥ 0.2 m). We will consider the

characteristic features of formation of current layer in

these modes in a supersonic air flow described using

the ideal gas model with the adiabatic exponent γ = 1.3

and molar mass μ = 28.9 g/mol. The coefficients of

electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity were

preassigned in the form of tables σ(T, p) and λ(T, p)

[8]. 

The Structure of Current Layer at Low Pressure 

The dynamics of flow at low pressure were simu-

lated for a channel of length L = 0.5 m, width W =

= 0.1 m, and height H = 0.1 m with the following proc-

ess parameters: the induction of external magnetic

field B = 2 T, the load resistance RL = 2×10
–3

 Ohm,

and the velocity, temperature, and pressure at the

channel inlet u = 2 km/s, T = 10
3
 K, and p = 0.1 MPa,

respectively. In the initial state, a gasdynamic flow

includes a discharge region preassigned in the form of

a regular cylinder of radius r = 0.05 m and tempera-

ture T = 10
4
 K. The number of grid nodes in this cal-

culation was 101×21×21. 

The interaction with magnetic field causes stagna-

tion of the current layer and formation of flow mode.

The incident flow breaks the external layer of hot gas

away from the edges of the discharge region; in so

doing, a vortex flow is formed downstream, whose

structure reminds of the Karman street. Figure 4a

gives the instant of time which precedes the next sep-

aration of two conducting filaments from the dis-

charge edges; in what follows, they are carried away

downstream, cool down gradually, and cease interact-

ing with the magnetic field. In the initial stage (t <

< 0.2 ms), the discharge region retains the symmetric

shape, and the gas flow is two-dimensional. With time

the discharge symmetry is lost, and its size and shape

begin to vary randomly in the neighborhood of some

average values (Fig. 4b). This behavior of discharge

region is due to several reasons. The periodic separa-

tion of vortexes from the discharge edges leads to the

emergence of a transverse force which causes a fluc-

tuating variation of the discharge shape. Another rea-

son is the possible development of Rayleigh–Taylor

instability, when tongues of cold gas penetrate into the

conducting region, this leading to the division of dis-

charge or to separation of parts of different sizes from

this discharge. One can see in Fig. 4c the initial stage

of RTI at the discharge center; this stage develops in

the form of a local bubble rather than over the entire

height of conducting channel. The development of

this RTI resulted in the separation of a fairly large part

of discharge, which caused a strong variation of its

spatial shape. After a time, the separated region

cooled down, and the discharge recovered its charac-

teristic shape and size (Fig. 4d). 

The results of this numerical experiment demon-

strate the basic features typical of the dynamics of cur-

rent layer at low pressure, namely, the formation of

flow past the discharge region and possible (but not

mandatory) development of RTI. The variation of the

parameters of the initial discharge region and of other

initial parameters of the process may bring about a

diversity of configurations of current layer and signif-

icant changes in the dynamics of MGD interaction. 
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The Structure of Current Layer at High Pressure

We will consider the process of MGD interaction at

high pressure with the following parameters: the

induction of external magnetic field B = 6 T; the load

resistance RL = 10
–3

 Ohm; the velocity, temperature,

and pressure at the channel inlet u = 2 km/s, T =

= 1000 K, and p = 6 MPa, respectively; the radius of

the initial discharge region r = 0.1 m, and the temper-

ature in this region T = 10
4
 K. The calculation was

performed for a channel of L = 1 m, W = 0.2 m, and

H = 0.1 m, with the number of grid nodes of

201×41×41. 

The interaction with magnetic field causes stagna-

tion of the current layer and formation of flow mode.

In so doing, several RTIs develop symmetrically on

the upstream boundary of the discharge and shift to

the side boundaries of the discharge under the effect of

incident flow (Fig. 5a). With time the instabilities

deepen so that their development leads to separation

of conducting gas regions of different sizes from the

main discharge (Fig. 5b). The smallest of these

regions are carried away by the flow to the expansion

wave region and, because of the higher level of radia-

tive energy loss, they cool down gradually and cease

interaction with the magnetic field. The largest region,

which is likewise located downstream, approaches the

main discharge owing to return vortex flows, cools

down partly and decreases in size, and is then com-

bined with the main discharge (Fig. 5c). At the same

instant of time, the development of RTI at the dis-

charge center is observed, where a jet is formed which

divides the discharge in the middle (Fig. 5d). In so

doing, the jet does not pass through the entire thick-

ness of the discharge because, upon interaction with

counter return flow of gas, it is divided in two jets the

directions of whose propagation deviate from the

channel axis. In addition, other RTIs develop within

the current layer; this results in the formation of a

highly nonuniform laminar structure of current layer

which almost fully overlaps the channel in mid-sec-

tion (Fig. 5e). The division of discharge into separate,
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Fig. 4. Surfaces at constant temperature (T = 9000 K), which correspond to different instants of time:
(a) 0.2 ms, (b) 0.4 ms, (c) 1, (d) 1.2 ms (given on the axes are the numbers of calculation points). 
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relatively thin current-conducting channels leads to

intensive convective carryover of energy and increase

in the level of radiative energy loss due to the decrease

in optical thickness. In so doing, the power of Joule

dissipation is no longer sufficient for maintaining a

high temperature in the entire volume of the dis-

charge; as a result, all of the discharge regions, with

one exception, cool down, cease interacting with mag-

netic field, and are carried by the flow downstream.

The remaining discharge has a transverse dimension

of less than 10 cm and, because of the small cross sec-

tion, interacts with the gas flow relatively weakly

(Fig. 5f). 

Until the instant of time t ≈ 0.3 ms, the flow and

structure of discharge retained their two-dimensional

pattern. A special feature of the process at high pres-

sure is the surface pattern of radiative energy loss

which has a maximal value in the “corner” points of

discharge that are most removed from the center. The

gas cools down here, and this leads to an increase in

the current density in the discharge section at the elec-

trode and, in the end, to thermal contraction of the dis-

charge which is expressed in terms of decreasing

diameter of the current-conducting channel in the

vicinity of the electrodes. Because the deceleration of

gas by a bulk electrodynamic force is stronger in the

(a)

(f)

(e)

(d)

(c)

(b)

14 12 10 8 6 4 2

Fig. 5. The distribution of temperature in a plane equidistant from the surface of electrodes for several instants
of time: (a) 0.1 ms, (b) 0.3 ms, (c) 0.5 ms, (d) 0.7 ms, (e) 1 ms, (f) 1.4 ms. The temperature scale below is
in kK. 
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region of higher density of current, the discharge

channels bend (Figs. 6a and 6b). Later on, when only

one relatively thin current-conducting channel

remains in the channel, the effect of radiation block-

ing shows up to a smaller degree, and the discharge

assumes a more rectilinear shape (Fig. 6c). 

Note that the possibility of studying modes with

surface radiation at higher pressures was limited by

the fact that the data on thermal and radiation proper-

ties of air in [7, 8] are given only to pressures of

10 MPa. 

Energy Characteristics of the Process 

The strength of current and the degree of conver-

sion of enthalpy of flow are some of the main integral

characteristics of the process of MGD interaction.

Figure 7 gives the time dependences of current which

correspond to the investigated processes at low and

high pressures. The common feature of these depend-

ences is the initial current rise due to the heating of gas

and increasing MGD interaction. After that (t >

> 0.3–0.4 ms), the flow past the discharge region is

formed, which brings about a decrease in the efficien-

cy of interaction and value of current. The maximal

value of current for a process with low pressure is

IL ≈ 20 kA; in the case of flow past the discharge

region, this value decreases to IL ≈ 6 kA. By the

instant of time t ≈ 1 ms, RTI in the form of inflating

bubble starts developing (Fig. 4c), which results in an

increased transverse dimension of the discharge, high-

er efficiency of the discharge/flow interaction, and ris-

ing electric current. After the combined effect of RTI

and incident flow caused the separation of a signifi-

cant region of hot gas from the current layer, the

strength of current decreased once again and became

steady at IL ≈ 8 kA. At high pressure, the maximal

value of current strength could be as high as IH ≈

≈ 6×10
5
 A, which is defined by the large size of the

current layer and by the high value of electrical con-

ductivity of gas. Then, the breakthrough of RTI at the

center of the discharge region (Fig. 5d) leads to the

current drop to IH ≈ 1.4×10
5
 A; after that, the forma-

tion of laminar structure of current layer, which

almost fully overlaps the channel (Fig. 5e), causes an

increase in current to IH ≈ 2×10
5
 A for some period of

time. The minimal value of current strength (IH ≈

≈ 1.3×10
5
 A) corresponds to the period when only one

relatively thin current-conducting channel remained

in the channel (t ≈ 1.4 ms). The fluctuation component

of the dependences is defined by the variation of

shape and size of the current layer during the separa-

tion of vortexes. 

The most important characteristic of generating

process is the degree of conversion of enthalpy of

flow which was calculated by the formula 
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Fig. 6. Surfaces at constant temperature (T =
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Here, F is the channel cross section, and the values

of variables with subscript 1 correspond to the param-

eters of supersonic flow at the channel inlet. In the

low-pressure mode, ηN ≈ 3.5% at a current of 20 kA,

and the minimal value is ηN ≈ 0.4% at a current of

6 kA. In the high-pressure mode, ηN ≈ 6.6% at a cur-

rent of 6×10
5
 A, and the minimal value is ηN ≈ 0.2%

at a current of 1.3×10
5
 A. 

The integral characteristics of MGD interaction

depend significantly both on the spatial structure of

the current layer and on other parameters of the MGD

process. For example, in the low-pressure mode with

varying load resistance, the maximal value of ηN ≈ 7%

was obtained for RL = 4×10
–3

 Ohm. Higher values of

ηN may be attained by optimizing the conditions of

interaction, because the degree of enthalpy conversion

ηN is characterized by complex functional dependenc-

es with clearly defined maxima on a whole complex of

process parameters [9]. This is a fairly complex prob-

lem which calls for separate study. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The calculations have revealed that the current lay-

er has a complex spatial structure, the formation of

which is affected both by the processes of force inter-

action, which lead to the flow past the discharge

region and to the development of Rayleigh–Taylor

instability, and by radiative-convective heat transfer

which defines the size of discharge, the level of tem-

perature, and the electrical conductivity. The presence

of a unified discharge which overlaps the channel

cross section provides for the maximal efficiency of

MGD interaction, and the division of the current layer

into separate relatively thin current-conducting chan-

nels leads to an increase in the level of radiative-con-

vective energy loss and to a decrease in the efficiency

of interaction of the discharge region with the gas flow

and magnetic field. 

The suggested model involved the description of

external circuit based on preassignment of resistance

rather than of load parameter, as was the case in [1].

In this case, the current layer is characterized by a

higher energy stability because of redistribution of

energy being generated. For example, in the case of

reduction of temperature and electrical conductivity

of gas, the increase in ohmic resistance of the dis-

charge region causes an increase in R
dis

/(R
dis

 + RL)

and in the fraction of Joule dissipation in the overall

energy balance; in the end, this prevents further cool-

ing of gas. In the reverse process, the power of heat

release in the current layer decreases. 
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